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The British Blues Network-Andrew Kellett 2017-09-19 An exciting new examination of how African-American blues music was emulated and used by white British musicians in the late 1950s and early 1960s
Playing Along-Kiri Miller 2012-02-09 Playing Along shows how video games and social media are bridging virtual and visceral experience, transforming our understanding of musicality, creativity, play, and participation.
Backpacker- 2008-04 Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the
world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor
recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
Taylor Swift-Cherese Cartlidge 2011-08-26 In 2010 Taylor Swift became the youngest recording artist in history to win a Grammy Award for Album of the Year. According to Rolling Stone, Swift is also one of the few
artists in history to have placed multiple albums at the Number One spot on the Billboard 200 for at least 10 weeks. Supporting social studies, history, and biography assignments, this compelling biography of Taylor
Swift presents the music superstar's early life in Pennsylvania, how she got her recording contract, and her life and charity work.
The Words and Music of Billy Joel-Ken Bielen 2011-07-22 This detailed exploration looks at the musical works of recording artist Billy Joel and his impact on popular culture. • Photographs • A discography of Joel's
recordings including albums and singles • A selected discography of cover versions of Joel's songs by other recording artists • A filmography • A bibliography of significant books and articles about Billy Joel and his
work • A bibliographic essay
Shawn Mendes uncovered-Nadine Taylor 2019-03-04 Shawn Mendes lies on the wooden floor in a lonely hut deep in the forest, completely isolated from the outside world. In the background the sound of a piano. His
eyes are closed, his hands are holding a notebook, he is singing softly to himself – Shawn is texting the songs for his second album. Together with seven other musicians, he moved to an isolated space. In this relaxed
atmosphere, his biggest hits come to life: "There's Nothing Holdin 'Me Back" and "Treat You Better." Shawn Mendes did not just storm the charts with his music, he did also conquer the hearts of his fans worldwide.
This book brings you up close to the singer with many stories, insider information and pictures.
Zebras & Picket FencesKaty Perry-Vanessa Oswald 2018-07-15 For the past decade, Katy Perry has been a visible part of the pop music scene. However, fans may be surprised to learn that despite the themes of some of Perry's early songs,
she grew up in a conservative family. This and other fun facts about Perry's life are presented to readers alongside annotated quotes from the famous singer and those who know her best. With the release of her album
Witness, Perry has shifted her focus to songs that explore deeper emotions and issues. Full-color photographs and a detailed timeline give readers a glimpse at the real Katy Perry.
Chasing Zebras-Barbara Barnett 2010-12-15 "I look for zebras because other doctors have ruled out all the horses."--Dr. Gregory House Medical students are taught that when they hear hoofbeats, they should think
horses, not zebras, but Dr. House's unique talent of diagnosing unusual illnesses has made House, M.D. one of the most popular and fascinating series on television. In "Chasing Zebras: The Unofficial Guide to House,"
M.D., Barbara Barnett, widely considered a leading House expert, takes fans deep into the heart of the show's central character and his world, examining the way this medical Sherlock Holmes's.
Canadian Periodical Index- 2001
HWM- 2004-11 Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
Billboard- 2002-07-27 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Billboard- 2006-08-12 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Dark Mirror: The Pathology of the Singer-Songwriter-Donald Brackett 2008-09-30 Singer-songwriters' lyrical reflections have a magical way of expressing our own sentiments and feelings. Almost all of the singersongwriters discussed here — including Bob Dylan, John Lennon, Tom Waits, Amy Winehouse, The White Stripes, and many more — sing in an exotic and raw vocal style, which one would not traditionally call
reassuring, and yet their profoundly unique voices appear to be the only ones capable of conveying their unique messages. One of the key elements being studied in this book is the fact that singer-songwriters often
suffer from a deep sense of loneliness, perhaps associated with a sense of being the only one who could adequately sing and perform what they compose. Often, even those who write within a famed partnership still
compose for that other voice exclusively, much to their chagrin. The irony here is that it is this very tendency towards self-absorption that allows these artists to speak so eloquently for all the rest of us. Utilizing
firsthand musical reflections on the nature of the singer-songwriter psychology and its consequences on art and private life, Dark Mirror explores the intricate nature of isolation and self-absorption in the singersongwriter's creative work. Lyrical reflections have a magical way of expressing our own sentiments and feelings. Almost all of the singer-songwriters discussed in this volume-including Bob Dylan, John Lennon, Tom
Waits, Amy Winehouse, The White Stripes, and many more — sing in an exotic and raw vocal style, which one would not traditionally call reassuring, and yet their voices appear to be the only ones capable of conveying
their own unique messages. One of the key elements being studied in this book is the fact that singer-songwriters often suffer from a deep sense of loneliness, perhaps associated with a sense of being the only one who
could adequately sing and perform what they compose. Often, even those who write within a famed partnership still compose for that other voice exclusively - much to their chagrin. The irony here is that it is this very
tendency towards self-absorption that allows these artists to speak so eloquently for all the rest of us. This work is divided into three principal sections: part one delves into the singer-songwriters who function primarily
as solo artists; part two explores singer-songwriters who function primarily as part of a team - and who wouldn't write quite the same material for a different partner; and part three surveys those who function as
members of a larger thematic community or stylistic tribe, within which they share certain creative sentiments. Utilizing firsthand musical reflections on the nature of the singer-songwriter psychology and its
consequences on art and private life, Dark Mirror explores the intricate nature of isolation and self-absorption within the singer-songwriter's creative work.
Elvis Costello, Joni Mitchell, and the Torch Song Tradition-Larry David Smith 2004 Explores how the torch song tradition combined with the force of personality in two major singer-songwriters, examining their
respective life's work and the ways in which they reflect the artists' similar and different outlooks on their world.
Jazz-rock-Stuart Nicholson 1998 Over the last three decades, no musical innovation in jazz has been more important - or controversial - than the wedding of jazz improvisation with rock music. Nicholson's lively text
begins with the impact of the Beatles and the British Invasion on American popular culture and how the unexpected rise of rock music in the 1960s almost overwhelmed jazz. He charts how young jazz musicians,
growing up in the rock explosion, began experimenting with incorporating the best of rock's energy into their music. Players like drummer Tony Williams, guitarist Larry Coryell, vibists Gary Burton and Mike Mainieri,
and pianist Mike Nock, all brought a young sensibility to a music that was in danger of becoming ossified. Meanwhile, rock returned the compliment with groups like Blood, Sweat & Tears, Electric Flag, and Flock, that
incorporated horns and jazz improvisation, and brought a vast new audience of young fans to the music.
Writing Dylan-Larry David Smith 2005 'Writing Dylan' offers a study of the work of Bob Dylan, examining his creative persona & philosophy.
Billboard- 2002-12-21 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, and American Song-Larry David Smith 2002 Smith probes the songwriters' lives and work to reveal how two distinct, equally significant artists have learned from and contributed to an
ongoing and important American musical tradition.
Come Together-Jon Wiener 1984 Reprint. Originally published: New York: Random House, c1984.
Popular Music Periodicals Index- 1991
Billy Joel-Mark Bego 2007-05-23 A portrait of the multi-platinum musical artist describes his Bronx childhood, his six Grammy Awards and induction into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, his struggles with substance
abuse, and his high-profile marriage to Christie Brinkley.
Ax Facts & Stats-Dave B. Roberts
The Rolling Stone Index-Jeffrey N. Gatten 1998
Billboard- 2004-03-27 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
The Fall of the House of Bush-Craig Unger 2007-11-13 The presidency of George W. Bush has led to the worst foreign policy decision in the history of the United States -- the bloody, unwinnable war in Iraq. How did
this happen? Bush's fateful decision was rooted in events that began decades ago, and until now this story has never been fully told. From Craig Unger, the author of the bestseller House of Bush, House of Saud, comes
a comprehensive, deeply sourced, and chilling account of the secret relationship between neoconservative policy makers and the Christian Right, and how they assaulted the most vital safeguards of America's
constitutional democracy while pushing the country into the catastrophic quagmire in the Middle East that is getting worse day by day. Among the powerful revelations in this book: Why George W. Bush ignored the
sage advice of his father, George H.W. Bush, and took America into war. How Bush was convinced he was doing God's will. How Vice President Dick Cheney manipulated George W. Bush, disabled his enemies within the
administration, and relentlessly pressed for an attack on Iraq. Which veteran government official, with the assent of the president's father, protested passionately that the Bush administration was making a catastrophic
mistake -- and was ignored. How information from forged documents that had already been discredited fourteen times by various intelligence agencies found its way into President Bush's State of the Union address in
which he made the case for war with Iraq. How Cheney and the neocons assembled a shadow national security apparatus and created a disinformation pipeline to mislead America and start the war. A seasoned, awardwinning investigative reporter connected to many back-channel political and intelligence sources, Craig Unger knows how to get the big story -- and this one is his most explosive yet. Through scores of interviews with
figures in the Christian Right, the neoconservative movement, the Bush administration, and sources close to the Bush family, as well as intelligence agents in the CIA, the Pentagon, and Israel, Unger shows how the
Bush administration's certainty that it could bend history to its will has carried America into the disastrous war in Iraq, dooming Bush's presidency to failure and costing America thousands of lives and trillions of
dollars. Far from ensuring our security, the Iraq War will be seen as a great strategic pivot point in history that could ignite wider war in the Middle East, particularly in Iran. Provocative, timely, and disturbing, The Fall
of the House of Bush stands as the most comprehensive and dramatic account of how and why George W. Bush took America to war in Iraq.
Sixties Rock-Michael Hicks 1999 Looks at the artists and innovations in garage rock and psychedelic music in the 1960s
Hendrix-Gillian G. Gaar 2017-10 Coinciding with what would have been Jimi Hendrix's 75th year on this mortal coil, this (incredibly) is the first full-blown illustrated gift book exploring the life and career of the man
most consider the greatest rock guitarist of all time. Hendrix enjoyed the international limelight for less than four years, but his innovative and imaginative interpretations of blues and rock continue to inspire guitarists
and music lovers across ages and genre. Inside, Seattle-based music journalist Gillian Gaar examines the guitarist’s upbringing, his service as an Army paratrooper, his role as a sideman on the chitlin’ circuit, his exile
in the UK, and his eventual reemergence in the US and the fame that followed until his untimely death in 1970. Featuring design as lavish as Hendrix’s music and carefully curated photography, posters, picture sleeves,
and other assorted memorabilia, this is the ultimate Hendrix book experience.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular United States National Medal of Arts Recipients-Wikipedia contributors 2017-12-08
Schools That Rock-Jenny Eliscu 2005-07-27 From Rolling Stone comes the definitive guide to college that tells the iPod generation where to go if they want to learn about music -- or just listen to it As 85 million, musicworshipping "echo boomers" head for college over the next decade, nothing will be more essential than Schools That Rock: The Rolling Stone College Guide. Here, college-bound kids will find information on which
towns and campuses offer top-notch venues, record stores, radio stations, and music festivals. In addition, entries will refer readers to schools that offer courses or degrees in music and the music business. They will
learn about Syracuse University's new class on the lyrics of Lil Kim, Middle Tennessee State University's recording business department, and Case Western Reserve's audio engineering concentration. Smart, humorous,
and highly informative, Schools That Rock is the must-have college guide for the portable-audio generation.
The Gospel According to America-David Dark 2005
Contemporary Musicians-Tracie Ratiner 2010-05 Consult this ongoing reference series for biographical information on more than 4,500 important figures in today's musical arena. Covering all genres of modern music,
Contemporary Musicians profiles artists involved in rock, jazz, pop, rap, rhythm and blues, folk, New Age, country, gospel and reggae.
Billboard- 2005-02-12 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Going Viral-Dahlia Schweitzer 2018-03-09 Outbreak narratives have proliferated for the past quarter century, and now they have reached epidemic proportions. From 28 Days Later to 24 to The Walking Dead, movies,
TV shows, and books are filled with zombie viruses, bioengineered plagues, and disease-ravaged bands of survivors. Even news reports indulge in thrilling scenarios about potential global pandemics like SARS and
Ebola. Why have outbreak narratives infected our public discourse, and how have they affected the way Americans view the world? In Going Viral, Dahlia Schweitzer probes outbreak narratives in film, television, and a
variety of other media, putting them in conversation with rhetoric from government authorities and news organizations that have capitalized on public fears about our changing world. She identifies three distinct types
of outbreak narrative, each corresponding to a specific contemporary anxiety: globalization, terrorism, and the end of civilization. Schweitzer considers how these fears, stoked by both fictional outbreak narratives and
official sources, have influenced the ways Americans relate to their neighbors, perceive foreigners, and regard social institutions. Looking at everything from I Am Legend to The X Files to World War Z, this book
examines how outbreak narratives both excite and horrify us, conjuring our nightmares while letting us indulge in fantasies about fighting infected Others. Going Viral thus raises provocative questions about the cost of
public paranoia and the power brokers who profit from it. Supplemental Study Materials for "Going Viral": https://www.rutgersuniversitypress.org/going-viral-dahlia-schweitzer Dahlia Schweitzer- Going Viral:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xF0V7WL9ow
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